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ABSTRACT The heated 5G network deployment race has already begun with the rapid progress in
standardization efforts, backed by the current market availability of 5G-enabled network equipment,
ongoing 5G spectrum auctions, early launching of non-standalone 5G network services in a few countries,
among others. In this article, we study current and future wireless networks from the viewpoint of energy
efficiency (EE) and sustainability to meet the planned network and service evolution towards, along, and
beyond 5G, as also inspired by the findings of the EU Celtic-Plus SooGREEN Project. We highlight the
opportunities seized by the project efforts to enable and enrich this green nature of the network as compared
to existing technologies. In specific, we present innovative means proposed in SooGREEN to monitor and
evaluate EE in 5G networks and beyond. Further solutions are presented to reduce energy consumption and
carbon footprint in the different network segments. The latter spans proposed virtualized/cloud architectures,
efficient polar coding for fronthauling, mobile network powering via renewable energy and smart grid
integration, passive cooling, smart sleeping modes in indoor systems, among others. Finally, we shed light
on the open opportunities yet to be investigated and leveraged in future developments.

INDEX TERMS CRAN, DAS, energy efficiency, monitoring, storage, green mobile networks, passive
cooling, renewable energy, sleep modes, smart grid, virtualization, Wi-Fi.

I. INTRODUCTION

UNLIKE earlier generations, 5G and beyond networks
are required to simultaneously support a multitude of

services that have very diverse trade-offs in their requested
service levels. Specifically, a consensus has been reached
now to categorize such services into three main categories,
namely, 1) enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB), 2) mas-

sive machine-type communication (mMTC), also known as
massive Internet of things (mIoT), and 3) ultra-reliable low-
latency communication (URLLC) [1]. The set of service
requirements for each category is remarkably different from
the other in terms of reliability, network availability, latency,
data rate, number of connected devices, among others. The
possibility and operational sustainability of such a diverse
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service support reckons on underlying network architecture
and enabling technologies that possess a green nature, cap-
tured in their capability to well adapt their energy consump-
tion to actual network traffic; for instance via smart and
agile traffic offloading accompanied by network component
sleeping/shutdown, and even further to enable end-user in-
centivization via proper cost modeling in rush hours when
necessary. In this regard, traffic intermittency and burstiness
need to be reflected on the actual network energy consump-
tion, with minimal effects on the network availability to
the connected/idle users to maintain their quality-of-service
(QoS) requirements. Also, pricing of the offered services
should fairly reflect their actual cost of occupancy and/or
consumption of the network infrastructure/resources. Energy
consumption of currently employed technologies, however,
is either mostly load-independent or requires significant net-
work management effort to manually switch on and off
underutilized network components. This approach cannot be
further extended to future networks due to their much higher
density and complexity, while the need for energy saving
continues to vastly grow.

A. PAST EFFORTS ON NETWORK ENERGY EFFICIENCY
In the past few years, to address such a sustainability goal,
several projects focused on energy efficiency (EE) in mo-
bile networks, for instance, EARTH [2], GreenTouch [3],
OPERA-Net, OPERA-Net 2 [4], and 5GrEEn [5]. The over-
all target of the EARTH project was to reduce the power
consumption of mobile networks with preserved QoS [2]. It
contributed to the understanding of the energy consumption
break-down in wireless access networks by answering the
key question: "how much energy is needed to run a wireless
network?" [6]. It was one of the first joint efforts by large
telecommunication vendors and operators to make consensus
on the possible strategies to improve existing networks effi-
ciency in terms of energy consumption forming the grounds
for extensive amount of research which will follow up under
green mobile networks. GreenTouch followed EARTH as a
very large network of industrial and academic forces and
was dedicated to reduce the carbon footprint of information
and communication technology (ICT) devices, platforms and
networks. Their mission was to deliver the architecture, spec-
ifications, and roadmap, and had ambition to increase the
network EE by a factor of 1000 compared to 2010 levels
[3]. Most projects and efforts have been working under the
assumption that "mobile networks are deployed for peak
traffic requirements therefore resources are always overly
provisioned". Taking this observation as a reference point, the
focus has been mainly to shut down unnecessarily excessive
resources to avoid the waste of energy. Celtic-Plus OPERA-
Net 2 (2011-2015) studied energy-efficient wireless networks
with an exhaustive approach covering different topics in-
cluding radio resource management algorithms, components,
life cycle assessment, and new cooling systems [4]. 5GrEEn
targeted the EE aspects of 5G mobile networks, and hence
contributed to the important design target of low energy

consumption in mobile networks [5]. Instead of starting from
an over-provisioned network deployment, the effort was to
design 5G mobile networks in such a way that it is energy-
efficient from the beginning. This project presented load-
adaptive massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) so-
lutions [7], addressed the importance of backhaul on the mo-
bile network energy consumption and proposed green mobile
backhauling solutions [8], [9]. 5GrEEn also focused on the
decoupling of data plane from the control plane [10] together
with GreenTouch. Although these projects were focusing
on the load-adaptive network operations and technologies
coming with 5G, none of them considered service-level
granularity and optimization as well as joint consideration of
power systems following a demand-response approach.

B. SOOGREEN: A CLOSER LOOK ON SERVICE
ENERGY CONSUMPTION
An industry-driven EU Celtic-Plus project was launched in
2015 under the name service-oriented optimization for green
mobile networks (SooGREEN). SooGREEN embraces the
wide range of competencies covered by its consortium, which
gives it a holistic view on energy issues in mobile net-
works and allows conducting high-impact multi-disciplinary
research. Unlike its preceding EE projects, SooGREEN fo-
cused on analyzing the very distinctive nature of each service
demand along with its implications on the growing network
complexity as well as sustainability. Several objectives were
defined in this project that span both access and core net-
work segments, including modeling of the end-to-end energy
consumption per service, definition of EE metrics and key
performance indicators (KPIs), studying different energy-
efficient network architectures and service-specific offload-
ing solutions, optimization of energy storage systems, and
proposition of passive cooling solutions for data centers, to
name a few. In particular, SooGREEN was built around the
requirement of reducing the energy consumption of services
and brought together both industry and academia to closely
collaborate on not only saving the energy consumption of
networks but also to alleviate the carbon footprint of mobile
networks in the ICT sector globally. Having said that, the
SooGREEN project proposes a new paradigm for addressing
the EE, moving from an infrastructure vision to the service-
oriented network. The traffic is no longer addressed as a bulk,
but decomposed into different specific categories (streaming,
browsing, IoT, ...etc) that allow proposing dedicated solu-
tions. This new way of thinking should allow for a real
assessment of service energy consumption and design en-
ablers that help alleviating the service impact on the content-
specific technology and QoS requirements.

C. GREENNESS EVALUATION IN CURRENT NETWORKS
Mobile networks are a major energy consumer accounting for
1-2% of the global energy consumption. However, in existing
studies, the assessment of power consumption does not reveal
the exact consumption figures per service. In fact, there
are few studies where the power consumption of services
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provided by networks has been investigated. If modelling
the energy consumption of network elements is important
for ecological and economic reasons, assessment of energy
consumption of services is not less important. Indeed, know-
ing the energy consumed by services should help in cost
sharing model design. For example, network operators can
design better pricing schemes for the end-users, or eventually
service providers, based on the energy consumed by their
services. Based on this analysis, a methodology for sharing
responsibilities (and eventually carbon taxes) between the
different service delivery actors is possible with the right
modelling. Furthermore, knowing the energy consumed by
services can help introducing green performance indicators
for end-users or service providers in order to design energy-
aware services, encourage eco-design, and incite end-users to
be greener through incentive mechanisms. Given the urgent
need for a robust and service-oriented approach to this prob-
lem, SooGREEN contributes to the modelling, measurement
and reporting of energy consumption of services in mobile
networks. The energy consumption model and the KPI pro-
posed by SooGREEN can be used to simulate mobile net-
work optimization techniques to assess their theoretical per-
formance, and therefore give insight into their environmental
impact based on their energy consumption levels. In other
words, our results enable realistic design of energy reduction
schemes, be it on the access network or on the hardware level.
Furthermore, the results are useful for knowledge sharing
and standardization in the community, e.g., to be used as
inputs to allow standardization for implementation of power
optimization in industrial equipment.

D. GREEN NETWORK OPTIMIZATION
For a network to be green, network designers need to con-
sider sustainability along a very broad range of prospects.
One aspect is to investigate whether the underlying network
architecture and the deployed equipment enable efficient
power saving based on the varying traffic load. Recent net-
work deployments constitute heterogeneous cell coverages
(macro, micro, pico, femto) that overlap on one another to
support high traffic loads per unit area when they exist.
From an EE point of view, it needs hence to be ensured
that at any given time such a capacity enhancement is au-
tonomously enabled only when needed. Also, optimizing the
placement of computational and communication resources
over the underlying infrastructure can be a major player in the
overall network energy consumption, that will also eventually
affect the placement of powering and cooling facilities, and
the transport link capacities between the different serving
nodes, among others. In the rest of this section, we will
briefly highlight some of these seen prospects for green
network optimization, and the potential solutions provided in
SooGREEN. Details of such contributions are then explained
in the following sections.

Nowadays, radio access networks (RANs) are facing a
rapid increase in traffic demand, due to the increasing number
of devices connected to the network, along with the higher

quality of service requested by the users. Network operators
must be able to provide the required capacity to fulfill such
demand. To solve this issue, centralized RAN (CRAN) has
been recently proposed as a promising architecture to in-
crease the network capacity, while improving EE, and provid-
ing scalability and flexibility [11]. In a traditional distributed
RAN (DRAN), the components constituting the base station
(BS) are located at the cell site, and are divided into a radio
unit (RU) for the transmission and reception of analog/radio
signals, and a baseband unit (BBU) for digital baseband
signal processing. The main idea of CRAN is to centralize all
BBUs, sometimes also called digital units (DUs), in a shared
location responsible for coordinated signal processing and
management, which is called BBU hotel, while connecting
to the RUs at the cell sites, now also called remote radio
heads (RRHs), using optical fiber links. Such a centralization
allows to share maintenance costs and energy consumption
among several BBUs. Cloud-RAN represents one further
development to CRAN where the processing load of several
RRHs can be multiplexed into fewer number of BBUs via
pooling and virtualization, now with the BBU hotel turned
into a BBU pool. Specifically, the digital baseband processing
of each RRH is performed through a virtual machine (VM),
while several VMs can be accommodated on the same gen-
eral purpose processor (GPP) at the BBU pool. This idea can
offer further energy savings and better network scalability.

Despite its appealing EE and cost reduction features, addi-
tional network challenges are introduced by CRAN though.
Specifically, since fully-processed high-bandwidth radio-
over-fiber (RoF) signals are now sent from the BBU pool
to the intended RUs, the transmission delay and fronthaul
capacity between the centralized cloud (CC) (which hosts
the BBU pool) and RUs become a transmission bottleneck,
especially as the number and data rates of users served by
the associated RU increase. Hybrid CRAN (H-CRAN) is
proposed in SooGREEN to alleviate the CRAN limitations
due to delay and fronthaul capacity. In H-CRAN, another
computing layer is added to the architecture to offload a
burden of the processing via functional splitting. In other
words, the processing burden is shared between the CC and
an edge cloud (EC). H-CRAN leverages the previous CC/EC
structure with functional splitting in a three-layer architecture
to share the processing tasks between CC and ECs.

Another research direction for improving EE and reducing
carbon footprint in SooGREEN is to consider green powering
and cooling of mobile networks. For instance, in order to
reduce mobile network contribution to the global carbon
footprint, one may not only focus on reducing network power
consumption, but also to lower the original need to gener-
ate such needed power from fossil fuel. It becomes hence
extremely important to explore how clean energy sources
can be seamlessly integrated into mobile networks without
degrading their offered service quality. Since known clean
renewable energy (RE) sources possess an intermittent avail-
ability, research efforts should then be exerted on efficient
energy storage systems that can store excess RE over its times
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of abundance, and consume it when it is later needed. Also,
means to boost the conversion efficiency, for instance, need
to be carefully studied.

E. OUTLINE

TABLE 1: EU Celtic-Plus SooGREEN Project Contribu-
tions.

FOCUS AREAS CONTRIBUTIONS REF.
Energy Efficiency

Evaluation and
Monitoring

New Energy Efficiency KPI
[12]Service Energy Consumption

Energy Monitoring in CRAN

Green Network
Designs

Virtualized/Cloud Architectures

[13]–[22]Virtualized and Hybrid C-RAN
Efficient FEC for Fronthauling
Edge Hardware Accelerators
Network Powering and Cooling

[23]–[30]RE/Smart Grid Integration
Energy Storage Systems
Passive Cooling in Central Offices
Green Indoor Systems

[31], [32]Indoor WiFi Solutions
Energy-Efficient DAS for Tunnels

In the rest of this article, we discuss the requirements and
opportunities to turn current networks into green networks as
inspired by the undergone SooGREEN project efforts. The
first part of the contributions is concerned with the evaluation
and monitoring of network EE, also per offered service. In
particular, in section II, a new KPI is proposed to evaluate
the EE of current networks. Moreover, the amount of energy
consumption per each offered service is analyzed based
on real operator data. Furthermore, an energy-monitoring
solution is proposed for Cloud-RAN networks. The second
part studies different network aspects that can further boost
the EE or decrease the entailed carbon footprint, with this
part divided into three sections. First, section III discusses
architectural aspects of the network that can affect its EE
and overall performance, followed by a proposed network
architecture that can offer a decent trade-off between EE,
scalability, and fronthaul bandwidth occupancy. Further sup-
porting solutions to this proposed architecture are presented
afterwards in the same section, namely, bandwidth-efficient
forward error correction (FEC) using polar coding for ef-
ficient fronthauling, and hardware acceleration to optimize
function-specific computations at the ECs. In section IV,
green mobile network powering using RE sources is also
discussed, with contributions on their integration to future
smart grids and efficient energy storage systems. Passive
cooling solutions for central offices are also proposed in
section IV, which can remarkably cut down their thermal
management bill. At the end of this second part, power saving
mechanisms for indoor networks are proposed in section
V, focusing on case studies that report power consumption
measurements for both Wi-Fi networks and distributed an-
tenna systems (DASs) for train and road tunnels. Finally,
the article discusses in section VI further potential research
studies, open research directions, and recommendations for
beyond 5G networks, while general conclusions are drawn

in section VII. Table 1 summarizes the key focus areas and
contributions of SooGREEN that will be discussed in detail
along this article, divided into two main viewpoints of EE
in telecom networks; 1) evaluation and monitoring, and 2)
green network optimization. Also, a list of the abbreviations
used throughout the article is included in Table 2.

II. ENERGY EFFICIENCY MONITORING AND
EVALUATION
In this section, we address the EE quantification and mea-
surement methodology extended to ICT services. It is fair to
say that a significant set of KPIs have been developed during
this last decade addressing a large variety of ICT sectors from
the access to core networks including data centers. Those
KPIs are mainly focused on hardware and infrastructure, and
they helped all the green community to enforce the efforts
towards lower consumption and higher efficiency. However,
the major traffic transported by networks (≈ 80%) is mainly
generated by service providers like over-the-top (OTT) com-
panies or GAFA (Google, Apple, Facebook and Amazon).
We observe a clear shift of operator’s role from simply
connecting people to providing a service allowing customers
to access a specific content. Hence, optimizing the efficiency
of hardware should take into account the service delivered by
hardware. For this manner, the first subsection will address
the EE KPI as standardized for hardware. The second subsec-
tion will focus on how service energy consumption could be
evaluated and the last subsection will address the monitoring
issue which is the fundamental condition for service energy
evaluation applied to the case of Cloud-RAN.

A. KPI FOR SERVICE ENERGY CONSUMPTION
ETSI defined a KPI, called "RUN", as the ratio of carried
traffic to the corresponding consumed energy without a given
boundary [33]. This indicator allows to evaluate the perfor-
mance of the BSs but does not have any efficiency classi-
fication. In order to have a workable and useful operation
classification, we propose to study two data sets from two
different countries corresponding to 140 sites (2G, 3G and
4G sites) under operation. The traffic volume and the corre-
sponding energy consumption are harvested using embedded
probes directly connected to BSs in operating networks. The
data volume (in bits) and the energy consumption (in joules)
are hourly probed at each BS, for each technology.

The studied data sets contain 1) the data category, e.g.,
streaming, download, voice, etc, 2) traffic load and, 3) energy
consumption. These data sets are obtained from an online
monitoring tool in a real European network. Figure 3 shows
an example of data and corresponding energy consumption in
the network. Figure 4 depicts the traffic share of each service
category in the network obtained from the operating network.
It is worth mentioning that the data is hourly collected from
monitoring real BSs in 140 sites in two countries over the
period of two years.

Following our data, we propose the classification shown
in Figure 1 for this indicator. This classification is still under
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TABLE 2: List of Abbreviations.

AI artificial intelligence
AP access point
ASIC application-specific integrated circuit
BBU baseband unit
BER bit error rate
BIU base station interface unit
BMS battery management system
BS base station
CAPEX capital expenditure
CC centralized cloud
CoMP coordinated multipoint
CP cell processing
CPU central processing unit
CRAN centralized RAN
DAS distributed antenna system
DRAN distributed RAN
DU digital unit
EC edge cloud
eMBB enhanced mobile broadband
EE energy efficiency
FEC forward error correction
FFT Fast Fourier Transform
FOI fiber optic interface
FPGA field-programmable gate array
GPP general purpose processor
GPU graphics processing unit
HW hardware
H-CRAN Hybrid CRAN
ICT information and communication technology
IT information technology
ITN information technology network
JT joint transmission
KPI key performance indicator
LDPC low-density parity-check
LFP Lithium Fer Phosphate
MIMO multiple-input multiple-output
mIoT massive Internet of things
MJL majority logic
mMTC massive machine-type communication
MNO mobile network operator
NGCO next-generation central office
OTT over-the-top
OPEX operational expenditure
PON passive optical network
PV photovoltaic
QoS quality-of-service
RAN radio access network
RE renewable energy
RU radio unit
RRH remote radio head
RoF radio-over-fiber
SC successive cancellation
SoC state of charge
SoH state of health
STA station
TCO total cost of ownership
TTI transmission time interval
TWDM time-wavelength division multiplexing
UE user equipment
UP user processing
URLLC ultra-reliable low-latency communication
VM virtual machine
VNF virtual network function
WLAN wireless local area network

FIGURE 1: Empirical EE classification proposal.

FIGURE 2: 2G/3G/4G EE classes for sample data set (20
sites).

work and should be harmonized with other major operators.
The classification can be enhanced and updated following
new services to be delivered, traffic increase, new measure-
ments and novel network site management.

Figure 2 shows the daily variation of the given indicator
for different technologies (2G, 3G and 4G) from our case
study. This workable KPI can be calculated in real time when
monitoring is available and should help operators manage
and operate the network. We also developed a demonstrator
showing the hourly EE variation for each BS coupled to each
geographical position. Figure 3 shows the hourly EE varia-
tion for a typical European wireless network. Each marker
presents a BS, and to see the variation for one BS, we need
just to click on the BS marker to obtain all variations during
the day.

Future work shall be on the use of this KPI and monitoring
methodology for the operator to benchmark its network,
especially on the access segment, for different technologies.
On a longer term, this proposal can be applied to detect
network faults (BSs with low EE) and making an action plan
for their improvement.
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FIGURE 3: Demonstrator for KPI visualization showing a
typical European network consumption.

B. ANALYSIS OF ENERGY CONSUMPTION PER
SERVICE

Energy consumption of a network equipment can be decom-
posed in two parts; 1) a fixed component, consumed by the
equipment irrespective of traffic, even at zero load, to ensure
that the network is operational and fulfilling coverage for
instance, and 2) a variable component which is related to the
transport of traffic and proportionally scales with it. From
another viewpoint, a network typically transports several
services which can be classified into categories. The latter
may refer for instance to the type of traffic, such as streaming
or web, or the type of application, Facebook or Google, or
any other categorization.

Our aim in this work is to share the energy responsibility
between the different service categories. We do so by first
quantifying the amount of traffic produced by each service
category and then sharing the energy consumption between
them. This sharing is however different when it refers to
variable versus fixed components of consumed energy. The
variable part, since it is load dependent, is proportionally
shared among service categories according to their traffic

FIGURE 4: Traffic proportions of different service cate-
gories.

loads. If the same proportional sharing is done for the fixed
component, however. we would be penalizing services with
high loads which are major driving forces for network op-
eration and revenue. Equal sharing of the fixed component
among the service categories can be problematic too, since
we would introduce a non-affordable cost burden to services
with small loads which might be essential, such as voice, or
yet newly introduced ones.

To strike an efficient yet fair sharing point, we propose to
share the fixed energy component between service categories
based on a cooperative game-theoretic concept; the Shapley
value. In this approach, service categories are considered as
players of a cooperative game which would assign to each
player its share of the fixed energy component. We chose a
cooperative setting since it enables players to reach higher
social welfare. As of the Shapley value, it yields consumption
shares that are proportional to the marginal contribution
brought by each player to the total welfare. In other words, it
indicates how important each player is to the grand coalition
of all players. In our setting, we have big players with high
data volume and small ones with low data volume. The
former ones are important to the grand coalition because they
act as major driving force to the operation and evolution of
the network. The latter players may present vital services,
e.g. voice, or newly introduced services which would have
low data volumes at the early stages of deployment and
which need to be encouraged and protected. The Shapley
value yields a smaller share for large service categories than
proportional sharing and a smaller share for small service
categories than equal sharing.

To illustrate the point, Figure 4 shows load proportions for
traffic categories as measured on a real European network.
We can distinguish: Streaming, Web, Downloads, Other data
services and Voice. Figure 5 shows the sharing of the fixed
energy component among them based on proportional shar-
ing, equal sharing and Shapley value. One can observe the
balance stated above between efficiency and fairness. As
stated earlier, this sharing can also be applied to other service
categorizations, such as applications, as shown in Figure 6.
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FIGURE 5: Sharing of fixed energy consumption between
service categories.

FIGURE 6: Sharing of fixed energy consumption between
applications.

We see two major follow-ups for our work: the first one
is on designing incentive mechanisms in order to incite end-
users and service providers to adopt a greener behavior so as
to reduce environmental and operational costs of networks.
This can be achieved using our model for computing and
sharing the responsibility of end-users and service providers
in the energy consumption of networks, shown above. The
second perspective is designing fair pricing schemes, in the
context of marketplace platforms, where we can tailor for in-
stance an auction mechanism taking into account the energy
cost of the services expected to be provided.

C. ENERGY ASSESSMENT AND MONITORING IN
CLOUD-RAN
The cloud revolution that mobile networks are undergoing
requires an equivalent evolution on the way the energy effi-
ciency is assessed and the consumption is monitored.

SooGREEN contributed to standardization (ETSI) with a
set of definitions and principles for assessing the energy ef-
ficiency (EE) of Cloud-RAN networks. The accepted propo-
sition, integrated in ETSI ES 203.228 [12] as an informative
annex, is summarized in Figure 7. The Cloud-RAN is decom-

posed into three segments:
• Radio Access (RA), consisting of the Remote Access

Points (RAP) performing real-time BS tasks and typi-
cally including the radio, baseband and optical transport
equipment.

• Edge Cloud (EC), representing small data centers ded-
icated to telecom functions, typically performing non-
real time BS tasks.

• Central Cloud (CC), which consists of multi-server
data centers including Central Servers (CS), Switching
Equipment (SE) and (optional) other Telco Equipment
(TE).

The Energy Efficiency (EECRAN) of the system is given by
the ratio of Data Volume (DVCRAN) over Energy Consump-
tion (ECCRAN). DVCRAN is the sum of uplink (DV-UL) and
downlink (DV-DL) data volumes, flowing through each of
the Radio Access Points. ECCRAN is obtained by summing
the contributions of the three segments: Radio Access, Edge
Cloud and Central Cloud, each weighted by its specific Site
Energy Efficiency (SEE). SEE, defined as the inverse of the
Power Usage Effectiveness (PUE), which accounts for the
specific energy characteristic of the equipment used in the
segment. Typical values are 90% for the Radio Access Points
(SEERAP), 75% for the Edge Cloud (SEEEC) and 65% for
the Central Cloud (SEECC), due to the necessity of active
cooling.

Concerning the energy monitoring aspects, the undergoing
network architecture evolution offers a unique possibility to
integrate them from the beginning, enabling a native view of
the energy consumption dynamics. Through data analytics,
it allows deriving useful insights and correlations between
telecom events (e.g. traffic load variations, new user con-
nection), IT events (CPU, memory, net usage) and energy
consumption. Moreover, an integrated monitoring solution
allows service orchestrators to take decisions in line with
minimal energy consumption targets.

SooGREEN defined and experimentally validated a novel
cloud-native energy monitoring solution, capable to work
at micro-service level. The proposed solution exploits
lightweight software power meters, based on the PowerAPI
tool [34], that can be deployed on the different servers.
Unlike current state-of-the-art technology, these probes do
not require any external device to estimate the energy con-
sumption of the different micro-services executing on the
machine [35]. The estimation is part of a two-step process:

1) The probe performs raw metrics acquisition on a mon-
itored server (eg. hardware counters on central pro-
cessing unit (CPU) and memory) and stores them in
a database.

2) The backend accesses the raw information to compute
per-micro-service (or per VM) real-time energy con-
sumption estimation

The software power meters do not require any complex and
cumbersome calibration phase: after an offline configuration
phase, the probes can be deployed on the server, ready to
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FIGURE 7: CRAN Energy Efficiency assessment model as introduced in ETSI ES 203.228

work. This is a fundamental aspect for an industrial uti-
lization, where the servers are already deployed and cannot
undergo a calibration phase which disrupts their operation.

The overall energy-monitoring solution proposed and ex-
perimented in SooGREEN integrates both server-level mon-
itoring (based on physical power meters) and micro-service
level monitoring (based on software probes) into a complete
cloud-native approach (Figure 8): while the physical power
meter is statically installed, the software probes (and related
backend) can be deployed as micro-services at system start-
time or at runtime, on demand. This allows the necessary
flexibility to respond to different needs, such as an end-to-
end always-on monitoring set-up, or the ability to schedule
time-limited sessions, on selected data-centers or machines.

The proposed energy monitoring solution is a first step
towards efficient cloud networks. Several research topics are
still open. On the energy monitoring side, end-to-end energy
consumption estimation (for services or slices) is still an open
challenge, mainly in the case of virtual network function
(VNF) shared among different service or slices. To move to-
ward minimized energy consumption, energy-aware/efficient
orchestration algorithms still have to be defined.

III. FUTURE MOBILE NETWORK ARCHITECTURES:
CLOUDIFICATION AND VIRTUALIZATION
The evolution towards 5G is massively impacting the mobile
network architecture, with the adoption of virtualization and
cloudification paradigms; classic network functions become
software applications, known as VNFs, executing over data
centers. To achieve the flexibility required by future networks
and services, the current trend is to further decompose such
monolithic VNFs into smaller and distributed pieces, called

micro-services, that are dynamically chained to perform
complex functions and provide specific end-to-end services.
That results in highly distributed architectures deployed over
cloud infrastructures, both private and public.

To optimally exploit the flexibility offered by this
(r)evolution, an equivalent evolution is required in the
way the network functions, now virtualized, are deployed,
monitored and operated. This section focuses on some of
SooGREEN contributions to address such revolution chal-
lenges.

A. HYBRID/VIRTUALIZED CRAN
Network infrastructure scalability is amongst the main chal-
lenges facing 5G deployments. For instance, in order to
scale up network capacity per unit area as per the imposed
demands, and to further utilize arising high-rate yet short-
range technologies like mmWave, the underlying radio ac-
cess network needs to be massively densified compared to
the current deployments. Such a densification is challenging
from several perspectives, including but not limited to energy
consumption, cost, operation and maintenance, delay, han-
dovers, among others. While such densification is inevitable,
centralization and virtualization of resources can still offer
very decent solutions, keeping all to-be-distributed nodes as
simple, cost-effective, and energy-efficient as possible, espe-
cially if further equipped with smart energy-saving/sleeping
features. Specifically, the rapid advancements and availabil-
ity of energy-efficient and powerful centralized computation
through the proliferation of data center technology can help
if computation clusters are formed on the access side. This is
exactly the reason that significant research efforts have been
recently focused on CRAN technology. The main idea of
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FIGURE 8: Cloud-native energy monitoring solution in a simplified example.

(a) DRAN (b) CRAN (c) H-CRAN

FIGURE 9: Evolution of RAN (DRAN/CRAN/H-CRAN).

CRAN is, for the sake of cost and energy consumption reduc-
tion, to centralize all functionalities pertaining to digital base-
band computation and cooling at certain cluster centers, only
leaving behind RF and analog processing at the cell sites.
On top of the aforementioned benefits, this centralization
can also be an enabler for coordinated multipoint (CoMP)
technology, allowing for more rapid inter-cell coordination
on the millisecond scale, hence better resource utilization and
EE, especially for cell-edge users.

1) Handover Reduction and Virtualized Resource Allocation
in V-CRAN with CoMP

A direct consequence of cell densification in 5G networks
is an elevated number of handovers for mobile users, and
more frequently incurred delays due to the repeated handover
process. To have a better understanding of the handover
delay, it is important to mention that a typical handover
process between a serving BS and a target BS consists of

three phases; preparation, execution, and completion, and
each involves handshaking steps and their entailed delays.
Handover preparation is triggered when the reported signal
strength measurement falls below a certain threshold, with
a series of signalling messages performed between the two
BSs and the mobile user. In the handover execution step, the
mobile terminal first detaches itself from the serving BS then
synchronizes with the target one. This break-before-make
procedure incurs a delay between 10-12.5 msec. Another
series of signaling messages take place in the completion
step for switching the path and bearer of data flow from
control nodes in the evolved packet core, causing additional
interruption and delay. Clearly, the adverse effect of this
interruption becomes much more significant when 5G cell
densification is considered, and with 5G low-latency services
in mind.

To support the ongoing densification while keeping a low
number of BS handovers for mobile users, a virtualized
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FIGURE 10: V-CRAN proposed in [13], [14].

CRAN (V-CRAN) architecture was proposed in SooGREEN
in [13], [14]. In this architecture, CRAN is proposed to be
deployed side-by-side with a virtualized time-wavelength di-
vision multiplexing (TWDM)-passive optical network (PON)
fronthaul. Specifically, the centralized node, which accom-
modates the BBU pool, is connected to the RUs through
a software-defined reconfigurable high-speed TDWM-PON
fronthaul. Depending on the assigned wavelengths to each
RU via the WDM multiplexer, virtualized PONs (V-PONs)
and virtualized BSs (V-BSs) can be formed per each served
user. A V-BS is defined here as the formed subset of RUs
which belong to the same central node and responsible
for serving a certain mobile user. CoMP-joint transmission
(JT) is deployed within each V-BS, remarkably diminishing
the need for hard handovers at RU cell edges. With this
proposition, each mobile user is now served with a V-BS
whose virtualized coverage area is expanded to be the union
of all cooperating RUs. As shown in Figure 11, V-CRAN
outperforms DRAN and CRAN in terms of the incurred
number of handovers, handover delay, and handover failure
rate.

Another byproduct of the proposed V-CRAN is the
throughput improvement for cell-edge users due to enabling
CoMP-JT. However, in order to reap the real CoMP benefits,
CoMP cooperation sets need to be optimally designed, given
both the available radio resources and existing physical op-
tical connections between BBU pools and RUs at cell sites.
In [14], a constraint programming problem is formulated and
solved to maximize the total throughput in the network via
the allocation optimization of optical and radio resources, and
the optimal formation of V-PONs. A comparison between
DRAN, CRAN and V-CRAN is depicted in Figure 12 as
reported in [14] in terms of the resulting throughput for cell-
average and cell-edge users, resource usage, and the entailed

EE. As shown, jointly optimized V-CRAN is capable of
attaining higher cell-edge and cell-average throughput than
CRAN and DRAN, much better spectral and DU utilization,
as well as in terms of energy efficiency.

2) Functional Splitting and H-CRAN
Although the CRAN idea remains promising, several chal-
lenges remain to be tackled to practically apply it side-by-
side with the arising technologies. Congestion of fronthaul
links, connecting centralized nodes to distributed ones, is one
consequence of the sharp functional splitting suggested in
CRAN. Compared to its preceding DRAN architecture, full
centralization of physical-layer processing, including chan-
nel coding, modulation, and Fast Fourier Transform (FFT),
can significantly upscale the fronthaul signal bandwidth in
several orders of magnitude, especially as the number of
serving antennas and the number of spatial streams grow
larger. That is, such an effect can become much more limiting
when technologies like massive MIMO are employed. This
challenge also exists in uplink and downlink directions alike.
For instance, the fronthaul bandwidth also scales up when
higher signal resolution (finer quantization) is required in
uplink multi-user detection scenarios, like in CoMP joint re-
ception. Therefore, more convenient, and potentially flexible,
intermediate functional splits need to be further studied to
both keep the scalability benefits of CRAN while resolving
the bandwidth congestion and allowing for effective CoMP
coordination for cell-edge users. We call this flexible semi-
centralized architecture herein as H-CRAN as proposed in
SooGREEN in [16], [17], [19].

In the context of realizing a practical CRAN, several
research efforts have been exerted, which can be classified
as follows. Energy and cost studies of fronthaul, process-
ing allocation, and processing split [36]–[38]. Others have
investigated the design of a fronthaul protocol to deliver syn-
chronized control and user data information (which enables
processing at two sites) from a central site holding the BBU
pool to RUs [39], [40]. Analytical studies, including market
sharing (bids and asks), on techniques to enhance overall
CRAN system’s capacity (radio and processing) can be found
in [41]–[44]. None of the earlier work has evaluated the trade-
off between the mobile network’s energy and bandwidth con-
sumption via considering the impact of the optimal functional
splits.

In the literature, the architectures with EC and CC have
been proposed in a different context, such as disaster re-
covery to provide connectivity for public safety applications
focusing on delay and resilience. In [45], the authors propose
such a three-layer architecture with UAV-assisted EC layer
which is a temporary layer providing edge computing and
connectivity during disasters. In H-CRAN, we designed the
network for permanent broadband services while minimizing
the energy consumption of the network. In order to deal
with the delay issue, we considered TWDM-PON network
which is a promising architecture to support low latency
services with quite low energy consumption. Since we have
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FIGURE 11: HO performance in V-CRAN as proposed in [13].

FIGURE 12: Joint optimization of optical and radio resources in V-CRAN as proposed in [14].

a processing layer closer to the users, delay sensitive services
can be served at the EC, while delay-tolerant applications
are served at the CC to benefit from energy saving features
of the cloud. We further distribute the processing functions
to tackle the problem of capacity limitation in the fronthaul
considering the delay constraints.

Figure 9(c) shows the H-CRAN architecture proposed in
SooGREEN in [16], [17], [19]. H-CRAN consists of three
layers namely, cell layer, EC layer, and CC layer. The cell
layer includes RUs that are being densified, each serving
several user equipments (UEs). The RUs are connected to the
ECs. In fact, an EC mainly acts as an aggregation point where
the data of a group of RUs is collected at this point. The fron-
thaul between the RUs and ECs is assumed to be mmWave
links. Furthermore, the ECs transmit the aggregated data to
the CC via midhaul. Midhaul links are implemented using
cost-efficient TWDM-PON. In this architecture, the CC and
ECs are equipped with DUs which are able to perform func-
tion processing of requested content. Therefore, these DUs
can serve any connected RUs by sharing their computational
resources. For instance, in upstream, traffic from cells can
be partially processed at the EC so that bandwidth require-
ment can be relaxed for midhaul links, then the remaining
processing will be conducted at the CC. However, the EC is
usually less energy-efficient than the CC, because the number
of DUs at the CC is larger than that in each EC. Hence,

sharing infrastructure equipment offers a multiplexing gain
that results in higher energy saving at the CC. The trade-off
becomes whether to save midhaul bandwidth with improved
delay performance by distributing functions at the ECs or
to gain from power saving which is an intrinsic feature of
centralizing all functions at CC.

To study the distribution of function processing between
EC and CC, we model the functional splitting of baseband
processing chain for cells and users, as shown in Figure
13. The baseband processing functions can be classified as
cell processing (CP) and user processing (UP) functions.
The CP includes the functions within the physical layer that
are responsible for the signal processing associated with
the cell. Few examples of CP functions include serial-to-
parallel encoding, FFT, cyclic prefix, and resource mapping.
Similarly, the UP includes a set of functions that are related
to the physical layer and some upper layer functions that
are responsible for signal processing of each user in a cell.
Few examples of UP functions include antenna mapping
and forward error correction. According to Figure 13, the
functional split can either happen before Split 1 or after Split
7 or in between. When split happens at Split 1, then all the
functions are centralized at the CC resulting in CRAN. When
split happens after Split 7, all the functions are centralized at
EC resulting in DRAN. When Split happens in between, the
functions above the split are placed at the CC and functions
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FIGURE 13: Different possible functional splits.

FIGURE 14: Proposed delay model for the H-CRAN archi-
tecture.

below the split are placed at the EC.
In the proposed architecture, we enabled several func-

tionalities that improve both power and midhaul bandwidth
savings depending on the system load.

• We enable DUs at the EC to shut down when users’
processing load at the remote site is low enough, i.e.,
users associated with the remote site can be processed
by a fewer number of DUs, compared with maximum
load. This feature is also enabled for the DUs at the CC.

• Shutting down the cooling equipment is also enabled at
ECs or CC given that no DU is active at that site.

• We also enable shutting down midhaul, fronthaul, and
radio access components at very low load where some
remote sites do not have any active user.

• An entire wavelength can be also shut down, given that
the associated cells do not have any active user, i.e., this
remote site does not consume any midhaul bandwidth.
This feature can be triggered when the number of cells
per remote site is low, or the system load is very low.
Hence, it is possible to shut down the whole wavelength
of that specific remote site.

We also proposed an end-to-end delay model in [17] per
user’s request that utilizes the H-CRAN architecture and
the function split model to evaluate the delay performance
of each individual content request. Our delay model, as
shown in Figure 14, considers all the delays induced by the
network components from CC to EC to RU, then to the UE.
Depending on the function processing place, different delay
components contribute to the end to end delay. If the decision
is full or partial function processing at the CC, then the delay
model incorporates the following delay components:

• Function processing at the CC where the amount of
processing is function of the split point.

• Function processing at the CC where the amount of
processing is function of the split point.

• Optical propagation, conversion and processing devices.
• Optical and Ethernet switches at the data center and area

nodes.

In case of full or partial function processing at the EC, the
delay model incorporates the following delay components:

• Function processing at the EC.
• Data encapsulation.
• Mm-wave conversion and propagation delay.

The last delay component from RU to UE is induced from
mm-wave conversion delay, access node delay, propagation
delay, and the user’s processing delay.
It is worth mentioning that the delay due to function pro-
cessing is function of two factors: 1) the required amount of
function processing measured in Giga operation per second
(GOPS) and 2) the equipment’s processing speed. In [17],
the digital subcomponents that contribute to the delay and the
required GOPS per subcomponent is defined and calculated.
The detail of each delay model’s term is provided in [17].

In our studies, we proposed interesting technical research
directions to incorporate our function split based delay model
in several optimization problems, e.g., energy and midhaul’s
bandwidth minimization problems, content placement.

Fronthaul bandwidth-energy consumption trade-off: De-
ciding the optimal functional split is still an open problem,
which profoundly depends on the objective to be optimized.
Intuitively, if more functions are centralized at CC, as in
CRAN, higher energy saving can be achieved, whereas, mid-
haul bandwidth consumption will increase. On the contrary,
placing more processing functions at the EC may lead to
higher power consumption but lower midhaul bandwidth
consumption. Hence, a trade-off between placing the func-
tions at the CC or at the ECs should be investigated. Our
proposed optimization framework can decide the functional
split and DU assignment for each user. Numerical results
showed that when power consumption is more valued, as
more transport bandwidth is available, more functions are
placed at CC to save power. Also, the interplay of power and
bandwidth consumptions is significant, and there exists a bal-
anced point for joint minimization of them. Figure 15 shows
a comparison between fully-centralized, fully-distributed and
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FIGURE 15: Energy/bandwidth tradeoff in H-CRAN as re-
ported in [19].

optimized H-CRAN in terms of energy consumption as a
function of the allowed midhaul bandwidth.

B. EFFICIENT FRONTHAUL/MIDHAUL POLAR CODING
In the SooGREEN project, we developed polar coding tech-
niques that can operate at 100+ Gb/s and can achieve com-
petitive performance with the other state-of-the-art codes
(such as low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes) at bit error
rates (BERs) as low as 1E-15. The work carried out in
SooGREEN on polar coding aimed at developing a FEC
scheme for a hypothetical optical link for fronthauling in the
CRAN/VRAN architecture. To that end, the design study was
focused on developing a polar coding solution that can reach
100 Gb/s throughput with a limited energy budget, on the
order of 10-40 pJ/b and a latency of 500 ns. The targets were
set to be competitive with the other state-of-the-art solutions,
known generally as 3rd generation FEC schemes for optical
transport, and with the CRAN/VRAN latency requirements.

The main novelty of the polar code design in SooGREEN
was the use of a hybrid decoding algorithm that combined
successive cancellation (SC) decoding with majority logic
(MJL) decoding. The hybrid method struck a balance be-
tween the low-complexity nature of SC decoding and the
extreme speed of MJL decoding. The result was a soft IP
core that was able to exceed 100 Gb/s throughput on an field-
programmable gate array (FPGA) test platform.

Figure 16 shows the performance of some of the polar
coding schemes that have been implemented in SooGREEN.
The figure also shows the performance of Reed-Solomon
RS(255,239) code, which has been used as a benchmark.
The acronyms HD and SD stand for hard-decision and soft-
decision processing of channel outputs. In HD, the channel
output is quantized to 1 bit, while the channel output is
quantized to 5 bits in SD. A critical design parameter is to
choose the block-length at which MJL decoding is applied.
The figure shows that with MJL decoding being used over
64-bit blocks, there is significant performance degradation.
However, when MJL is applied over 4-bit blocks, the perfor-
mance loss relative to standard SC decoding becomes negli-

FIGURE 16: Performance of polar codes developed in
SooGREEN compared to baseline RS codes.

gible. In SooGREEN, MJL was applied over 8-bit blocks so
as to achieve sufficient amount of speed-up while retaining
acceptable coding gain.

The designs in SooGREEN were validated on FPGA demo
boards. The same techniques are now being transferred to an
application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) design. Terabit
per second data rates are important in beyond 5G wireless
systems that are planned to exploit the vast spectrum beyond
90 GHz. The extreme area and energy constraints that we
placed on the polar decoder design in SooGREEN have
proven invaluable in going to even higher speeds for beyond
5G. At present, we have ASIC designs at 16nm achieving 1
Tb/s throughput using a chip area of 10 mm2 and EE of 0.4
pJ/b. The latency is under 100 ns. All these figures meet and
go well beyond the present 5G requirements. SooGREEN
project has been instrumental in achieving this goal.

C. ACCELERATED CLOUD
A fundamental aspect of virtualization and cloudification is
the migration of telecom functions execution from dedicated
equipment to commoditized information technology (IT)
servers. This enables flexibility and agility in deployment,
operation, and service creation while ensuring substantial
cost savings. However, some specific processing-intensive
functions, such as signal processing, may still require the
use of hardware accelerators (like graphics processing units
(GPUs) or FPGAs) to achieve their performance targets.
The integration of hardware acceleration into cloud archi-
tectures is setting new challenges, for example in terms
of development tools, workload orchestration and optimal
usage practices. In this project, we analyzed and compared
different open source development tools and hardware (HW)
acceleration solutions.

Concerning the development tools, in addition to vendor-
proprietary solutions such as Vivado (Xilinx) or Quartus (In-
tel), a bunch of open source high-level programming tools is
emerging. These tools assist the developers in the HW accel-
erator programming task. We investigated the usability and
the performance of two of them, Open Computing Language
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(OpenCL) [46], [47] and Heterogeneous System Architecture
(HSA) [48]. The results showed that OpenCL is a mature
solution providing code portability across different platforms
("write once, compile for different targets") and offering
simplicity in code generation. Performance is acceptable but
does not match available target-specific libraries. On the
other hand, HSA is an interesting tool but not enough mature
yet for product development. However, its fast evolution calls
for attentive monitoring for future usage.

On the HW accelerator side, we conducted extensive
experimental studies on two different options, GPUs and
FPGAs. More precisely, we compared the performance of
specific signal processing functions (FFT and channel de-
coder) when executed on a CPU vs. when offloaded to a HW
accelerator. We assessed execution time, linked to the overall
end-to-end communication latency and energy consumption.

Overall, FPGAs proved to be a better option for signal pro-
cessing compared to GPUs. Measurement results for process-
ing time (a) and energy consumption (b) are shown in Figure
17. The use of FPGA can reduce the overall processing time
and energy consumption (up to 10%) for processing intensive
functions (e.g. turbo decoding of large block code sizes).
However, in some conditions, the latency penalty introduced
by the transfer of data between CPU and HW accelerator
discourages the offloading choice. The latency introduced
by data transfer comes from two main factors. The first is
the fact that, at runtime, the data to be processed (e.g. the
received I/Q samples in case of uplink iFFT) is in general
stored in low-level processor cache (L1-cache), whom access
is extremely fast from the CPU. However, to make the data
available to the HW Acceleration, the data must be moved
into the much slower RAM before mem-copying it to the
HW-Accelerator, introducing substantial delay. The second
factor, that sums to the first, is the relatively low-speed
(compared to processing speed) of the CPU-FPGA (or CPU-
GPU) transfer link, usually based on PCIe bus.

To conclude, we found that offloading efficacy increases
when the ratio between HW-accelerated processing time and
data-transfer time increases. In other terms, offloading is
efficient for processing-intensive operations on large amount
of data. This advocates for a careful definition of offloading
orchestration strategies based on the analysis of function pro-
cessing needs and CPU-FPGA interconnection performance.
Further research and development efforts are necessary for
a smooth integration of HW acceleration into the cloud in-
frastructure, especially for making their usage transparent to
VNF developers. This requires improving the orchestrators,
to be able to handle these specific resources (thus taking
into account other metrics than CPU load), and the modeling
and development tools. On the architectural standpoint, a
promising approach could be to avoid offloading from CPU
to HW Accelerator, and instead favour the flow of data
directly into HW-Acceleration board (e.g. FPGA), through
the Network Interface Card (NIC) and before flowing into the
CPU. That would eliminate the data-transfer penalty issue,
reducing the overall processing time, and thus the end-to-end

communication latency, helping at satisfying the stringent
latency requirements of 5G networks.

IV. NETWORK POWERING AND COOLING AS SERVICES
Currently, mobile network operators (MNOs) are continu-
ously interested in developing short and long term strategies
to decrease their energy consumption bills and carbon foot-
print. Powering mobile BSs with RE naturally pops into the
picture as one key approach to bring green wireless networks
into reality and reduce their operational cost. Meanwhile, the
power grid is evolving into a smarter one, which will fortu-
nately allow an easier integration of distributed RE sources
and open the way for a direct interaction between the smart
grid and the green-powered mobile networks. Smart grids
are intelligent electricity networks which govern electricity
flows between production and consumption points using ICT
solutions, e.g., smart meters and appliances, to maintain a re-
liable, secure and efficient electricity infrastructure. The main
objective of a smart grid is to have a global power grid, which
accommodates all electric power appliances, being either
suppliers or consumers, large (factories, power plants, trans-
mission networks, etc.) or small (home appliances, charg-
ers, etc.) and allows seamless bidirectional communication
between all of them. In contrast to the conventional power
grid, the smart grid makes it possible for distributed and
intermittent energy sources (such as renewables) to be easily
attached to the backbone grid and fuse with the conventional
fossil fuel sources. Thus, a widely distributed and automated
energy delivery network is created [49]. Such an integration
of mobile network powering and the smart grid is currently
envisioned to play an essential role in enhancing the EE, re-
liability and reducing carbon emissions of mobile networks.

Although the idea of RE-powered mobile networks ap-
pears to be highly promising, the actual situation is also
not less challenging. Specifically, the power output of such
RE sources experiences large time variations depending on
weather conditions. Such a high fluctuation of RE supply
calls for efficient local energy storage systems at the RE gen-
eration sites in order to constantly adhere to the instantaneous
load requirements. The introduction of RE-powered BSs with
local energy storage systems motivates further development
of common policies between MNOs and the smart grid to
increase their mutual benefit, possibly offloading and selling
excess RE generation back to the grid. In fact, understanding
and coordinating timely and optimal interactions between
such local energy storage systems and the future smart grid
becomes essential at this point. This new integration suggests
a new concept: grid-aware greening of mobile networks.
Consequently, MNOs become not only concerned with en-
ergy consumption reduction, or increasing the utilization of
the RE they produce for their own sole benefit, but also con-
sider more complex interactions with the smart grid. A proper
reaction of the green-powered MNO to the smart grid de-
mands allows, in addition to the fulfillment of these demands,
a possible reduction in its mobile network operational cost
due to utility exchange even with the huge increase of traffic.
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(a) Processing Time (b) Power Consumption

FIGURE 17: CPU/SSE vs. FPGA performance comparison on (a) processing time and (b) power consumption.

Structural changes in the energy industry are hence likely to
be encountered since the smart grid enables current players to
expand their roles. This can dramatically reshape the business
models and the value proposition among energy, service, and
product providers, as well as customers of these enterprises
and the value model of the industry as a whole. They mark
also the entry of powerful new players. Firms are moving
up the value chain to higher margin activities through both
vertical integration and horizontal concentration, establishing
numerous partnerships and cross investments. Indeed, even
as competition increases between the companies and utilities
involved in the smart grid, cooperation will also increase in
order to provide the best service and product offerings to
customers.

Electric energy suppliers are classically regarded as sup-
pliers of MNOs in the sense that they sell them the energy
needed for operating their networks. This new situation is
expected to create a more complex customer-supplier re-
lationship where MNOs and energy suppliers play differ-
ent roles depending on the grid situation, the geographical
position, the network composition, etc. On one hand, the
dependency of MNOs with regards to energy suppliers may
decrease as MNOs deploy RE sources on their BS sites. On
the other hand, the integration of BS sites in the smart grid
is foreseen to increase the interaction between MNOs and
energy suppliers. For instance, the excess local generated RE
can be fed back to the smart grid, making the MNO an energy
supplier within the smart grid. Storage capacities in BSs
could also be used for storing the excess energy generated
in the smart grid and vice versa, i.e., nearby energy storage
capabilities of the smart grids may be used as an alternative
energy storage way for small cell sites. In summary, the
integration of MNOs to smart grids would help regulating the
demand on the grid and reducing thus the risk of blackout.

In the following, we start by the SooGREEN contributions

to the integration of green-powered networks and the smart
grid, followed by further contributions to energy storage
systems for mobile networks.

A. RENEWABLE ENERGY AND SMART GRID
INTEGRATION

In order to cater for the vision of green 5G communication
systems, a lot of studies have investigated the use of RE in
wireless cellular networks as an economic and ecological
friendly technique, where clean and cheap RE can be har-
vested from ambient surrounding (see [23] and the references
therein). In [24], the authors exploited the impact of partially
equipping some sites of a cellular network with RE sources.
Energy and cost savings are analyzed for different sizes of
RE sources, batteries, and energy management strategies,
showing significant energy savings for up to 70%. Enabling
energy cooperation between BSs equipped with RE to max-
imize the network EE is addressed in [50]. Under the smart
grid infrastructure, the authors showed that by exchanging
the harvested energy between BSs, more improvement in
the network energy savings is achieved. In [25], a variant
adaptation of the KPIs is considered that includes the use of
RE. By putting forward each service contribution to energy
consumption, an energy management strategy is proposed
achieving around 11.5% enhancement to the proposed KPIs.
Studies related to battery cautions utilization to prevent it
from fast degradations due to irreversible aging mechanisms
have also been studied in [51] and [26]. Results show that up
to 30% of the battery lifespan can be saved each year.

In SooGREEN, we aim at reducing the total cost of owner-
ship (TCO) of a network where the BSs are equipped with an
RE source, a battery, and operated by a smart grid, whether
reliable or not. TCO is the sum of operational expenditure
(OPEX) and capital expenditure (CAPEX). Figure 18 shows
the possible interactions between the energy provider and the
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FIGURE 18: MNO acting as a prosumer in the grid.

MNO when the latter acts as a prosumer in the grid.
In SooGREEN, we considered studying both long-term

and short-term technical and economical settings. The former
enables us to make semestral-based investment decisions
for RE source and battery dimensioning, battery long-term
cycling considering equipment performance degradation, and
predictions on user traffic growth and electricity market evo-
lution over a long period of time counted in years. The MNO
may also decide if it should invest in a DC/AC converter
which can allow it to further act as a supplier in the grid,
selling excess power to energy providers over the grid. The
latter helps the operator to set, on a daily basis, an opti-
mal battery management strategy by performing electricity
arbitrage or trading that takes advantage of the electricity
hourly price fluctuations and battery usage constraints [28].
The MNO in this scenario, decides on an hourly basis, if
it should be powered by the grid or by its own battery and
the amounts of energy to be charged or discharged from its
battery ensuring that all user traffic requests are satisfied and
that the battery will not perform more than a fixed number of
cycles per day in order to extend its lifetime and maintain its
performance. These short-term battery management strategy
and long-term investment were devised using linear [52] and
dynamic programming [53] techniques by iteratively solving
Bellman optimality equations.

In the case of developed countries, based on long-term
predictions of the user traffic growth and electricity market
evolution, our results showed a financial gain evaluated at
35% of the electricity daily bill and 12% of the whole TCO
on a period of 10 years for each eNB site. The cost evalu-
ation was conducted for many scenarios considering differ-
ent electricity pricing models (Denmark and EPEX zone in
Europe) varying the traffic growth models (exponential and
incremental) and using the test results on both lead-acid and
lithium batteries. In Figure 19, we plot the average battery
state of charge (SoC) daily evolution during a typical week
day in Denmark for an MNO performing electricity arbitrage
under different constraints on the number of battery cycles
to be performed per day. In Table 3, we present the optimal
battery dimensioning plan for an MNO that is unable to sell
electricity back to the grid for both lithium and lead-acid
batteries. The TCO is evaluated over 10 years and compared
to the case when the operator is exclusively powered by
the grid along the entire optimization period. This saving is
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FIGURE 19: Average battery SoC daily evolution.

TABLE 3: TCO evaluation under different scenarios when
selling is not allowed in Denmark

Battery Exponential Traffic Incremental Traffic

Lead
acid
(160
AC/KWh)

Decision: Install a battery
of 80 KWh in winter of the
4th year and use it until the

end of its cycle life. The
battery does not reach its

calendar life.
TCO (arbitrage only) =

167 770 AC
Savings = 2.71%

TCO (arbitrage+backup) =
161 370 AC

Savings = 6.42%

Decision: Install a battery
of 80 KWh in winter of the
5th year and use it until the

end of its cycle life. The
battery does not reach its

calendar life.
TCO (arbitrage only) =

193 260 AC
Savings = 2.66%

TCO (arbitrage+backup) =
186 860 AC

Savings = 5.88%

Lithium
(350
AC/KWh)

Decision: Install a battery
of 64 KWh in winter of the
4th year and use it until the

end of its cycle life The
battery does not reach its

calendar life.
TCO (arbitrage only) =

161 830 AC
Savings = 6.15%

TCO (arbitrage+Backup) =
159 782 AC

Savings = 7.34%

Decision: Install a battery
of 64 KWh in winter of the
3rd year and use it until the

end of its cycle life. The
battery does not reach its

calendar life.
TCO (arbitrage only) =

184 820 AC
Savings = 6.91%

TCO (arbitrage+Backup) =
182 772 AC

Savings = 7.94%

calculated when the deployed battery will only serve as a tool
for electricity arbitrage and when a portion of it (50% of lead-
acid battery capacity and 20% of lithium battery capacity)
will be used also for ensuring backup in case of power failure
in the grid.

Contrary to the European case, the African Sub-Saharan
case involves either a non-reliable grid or no grid at all.
In this case, the operator would deploy a diesel engine to
generate its own energy, in addition to PV panels and battery.
The battery is only used to store excess solar energy and
power the network when the grid is not available, but it does
not sell energy back to the grid. This usage will make it
perform only one charging/discharging cycle per day and so
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extends its lifetime. After evaluating the MNO OPEX taking
into account the traffic increase and the electricity market
evolution (prices, grid reliability) over the years, we define on
semestral basis an optimal equipment dimensioning strategy
that sets a tradeoff between the capacity of the battery and
the surface of photovoltaic (PV) panels deployed on site. An
optimal dimensioning ensures the MNO self autonomy with
the least possible TCO by taking advantage of the abundant
solar power to reduce the usage of the costly diesel generator.

We would like to promote for such a techno-economic
study to be part of the site planning criteria in 5G networks
in both developed and developing countries. The MNO has
to decide about the optimal sizing of its backup battery and
the optimal use of it as an alternative power source during
time periods with high electricity prices when connected to
the smart grid and during low-power RE production periods
when connected to a non-reliable grid.

B. EFFICIENT, AFFORDABLE, LONG-LIFE AND
EASY-TO-OPERATE ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEMS
As discussed earlier, MNOs plan to increase their use of
RE for improving the environmental impact and resilience
of mobile networks. Most RE is intermittent though, calling
for efficient, affordable, long-life, and easy-to-operate energy
storage systems. High variations do not only exist on the
RE production side, but also on the energy consumption
side in future communication networks. In particular, new
5G applications can introduce very dynamic and/or critical
traffic, e.g., autonomous vehicles, industry 4.0, ...etc. Such
a traffic burstiness, especially when 5G network equipment
adopt advanced sleep modes for improving EE, can cause
much higher energy demand variations than in 4G.

To tackle such challenges, future green networks should
consider the development of efficient energy storage solu-
tions with better performance of EE, charge/discharge cy-
cling, and high power rate, compared to today’s lead-acid bat-
teries. They shall also accept partial state of charge (PSoC),
wide operating temperature range for reducing cooling re-
quirements, and offer a high safety level. As investment and
running costs remain key issues, the solution is likely to be a
trade-off between performance and cost. In addition to their
benefit in powering their own mobile networks, such storage
systems may also represent an asset for MNOs to supply the
national smart-grid with their excess energy production.

New lithium battery technologies provide an interesting
solution with an efficiency improvement from 10% to 20%
compared to traditional lead-acid or nickel-cadmium solu-
tions. SooGREEN results on lithium battery tests confirm
the high interest of Lithium technology in telecom and
IT networks. In particular, Lithium Fer Phosphate (LFP)
chemistry is found to offer the best trade-off between per-
formance, safety, and cost. As presented in [54], LFP has
assets for 5G powering such as 97% EE, sufficient energy
density for stationary use, i.e., in the case of rooftop or
mast installation since it is 2 to 3 times lighter than a lead-
acid battery, ability to PSoC and high recharge/discharge

FIGURE 20: BMS architecture.

rate for enabling demand/response, peak shaving and better
intermittent RE integration in networks. Moreover, LFP is
the safest lithium chemistry that does not use cobalt. As
for all lithium chemistries, an electronic battery management
system (BMS) is still mandatory for optimal cell safety and
charge balancing management.

In order to preserve natural resources and to optimize the
system lifetime, an innovative BMS design has been specified
in SooGREEN as shown in Figure 20, and the potential of
such an advanced BMS has been demonstrated in [54]. Using
such a BMS design, battery performance is preserved even
with weak cells, and weak cells can be replaced individually
instead of the costly replacement of the whole 48V pack. This
feature improves the reliability by short-time reparability and
interoperability. Figure 21 shows that the balancing maintains
a minimum performance at battery level (90Ah nominal
capacity) even with a weak cell (28% less state of health
(SoH)). Furthermore, OPEX could be reduced by using accu-
rate and remote monitoring with data provided by the BMS
as inputs for smart predictive maintenance management. In
order to reduce deployment time and improve resilience of
new powering solutions in operational field, e.g., for 5G sites
back-up, power peak shaving or use in hybrid diesel battery
power system new methodology for battery technology se-
lection, test and optimization for a defined use case based on
some learning of the Soogreen general approach is presented
in [55].

The current energy storage market is experiencing an
intense evolution, with a lot of innovative solutions that are
mostly proposed for a specific application. Due to the abun-
dance of newly arising applications, there exists more room
that highly encourages more research efforts. The aforemen-
tioned SooGREEN results are disseminated as a reference
in ETSI and ITU-T standardizations about energy storage.
These standards are also used in several other standards
related to energy storage in new power architecture, i.e.,
energy storage at remote powering cluster sites level in [56]
and 400V DC energy storage for local and remote powering
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FIGURE 21: Summary of results and capacity evolution over
cycle from [54].

or next-generation central office (NGCO) in [57]. A new
standard [58] under study is defining a sustainable powering
architecture for 5G based on the innovations presented in
[56] and [57]. LFP batteries could be one of the solutions
to replace deep discharge cycling lead-acid batteries in some
cases to avoid grid oversizing induced by high peak power
observed on first 5G BS either on local grid connection or in
the cluster remote powering site.

C. GREEN COOLING IN CENTRAL OFFICES

The worldwide electricity usage of datacom has increased
between 2000 and 2005 from 71 to 152 billion kWh per year
[59]. This growth of the electricity consumption represents
approximately 10% per year. According to the Japanese
Ministry of Economy, this consumption will be five times
greater in 2025 [60]. This strong electricity usage partic-
ularly in cooling, has placed EE at the top of the agenda
for both datacom businesses and policy makers [61]. The
power utilization effectiveness (PUE) has been defined by
the Green Grid initiative [62] as the fraction of total power
required for cooling and distribution over the one used by the
equipment. It is used as an (inverse) index of EE: the lower
is the PUE, the higher is the EE. The reduction in PUE value
depends strongly on the cooling design and its effectiveness.

PUE could be reduced by 50% using liquid cooling (passive
or active) instead of a traditional raised floor [61]. The
reduction of PUE leads to increase the power per cabinet
by 400% [63]. The Netherlands claims a reduction of PUE
using tri-generation chillers and geothermal energy [64]. A
vast study conducted by Lawrence Berkeley National Labs,
benchmarking 22 data centers, showed a set of best practice
technologies for reducing the PUE value, including the use
of evaporative liquid cooling and energy optimization of the
cooling infrastructure [65]. Within a central office, 50% of
the electricity is consumed by the IT equipment, 33% is
used by the thermal management infrastructure and 17% for
electrical power distribution. The fraction of electrical power
required for cooling and power distribution systems is close
to the proportion of the power used by the IT equipment.
With the proliferation of central offices, this issue is likely to
get worse. The central office cooling system consumes a large
amount of energy due to a high-energy consumption of cold
source for vapor compression system, a lot of energy needed
for pumps and fans and a mixing of cold and hot air leading
to a decrease of the cooling efficiency. Savings in the power
used for cooling can be achieved by incorporating alternative
solutions like two-phase evaporative passive cooling system.

The proposed solution in SooGREEN is to develop a data
center passive cooling loop. The principle is based on the
use of two heat exchangers where the heat can be transferred
from one to the other for longer distances and without me-
chanical components. The use of evaporative cooling systems
with zero electrical consumption can be considered as an
innovative way to reduce the global electricity consumption.
An experimental setup designed in the laboratory is divided
into two test rooms as shown in Figure 22: a heat control
room, simulating the data center building, and a tempera-
ture control room, simulating the climatic environment. The
evaporators are located within the rack containing two blade
servers. Heat generated inside the rack is removed by liquid
vaporization in the evaporator by absorbing heat. In the
condenser, vapor turns into liquid by releasing heat to the
outside central offices.

The experimental results (Figure 23) showed that with no
passive cooling loop, the maximum operating temperature
(40°C) is reached for a dissipated heat of 640 W per rack.
Using the passive cooling loop, the cooling loop heat capacity
is extended to 1600 W. An analytical model (Figure 24) has
been built to optimize various parameters of the cooling loop
such as refrigerant charge, heat exchangers size and cooling
loop capacity. It shows that the rise of the condenser heat
exchange area increases the dissipated power from up to 3200
W per rack for outside ambient temperature of 22°C.

Challenges and Future work: The cooling loop capacity
is estimated by the model throughout one year. As seen
(Figure 25), the cooling loop capacity is more relevant in
cold seasons because of the low values of the outside air
temperature. However, in hot periods, the cooling capacity
decreases by nearly 36%. The figure shows, although the loop
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FIGURE 22: Experimental setup.

thermosyphon designed in the laboratory does not contain
any electronic components, the heat removal from each rack
is not efficient enough in hot seasons. One of the possible
solutions is to improve heat transfer in hot season using the
innovative architectural design of heat exchangers.

V. GREEN INDOOR SYSTEMS
A. ENERGY-EFFICIENT SOLUTIONS FOR WI-FI
NETWORKS
Wi-Fi networks, besides the aforementioned mobile net-
works, play a pivotal role in today’s network energy con-
sumption. According to [66], 80% of all wireless traffic is

FIGURE 23: Cooling with 0 energy consumption.

generated or terminated indoor, where Wi-Fi is the domi-
nant access network technology. The increasing demand on
utilizing the wireless access has led to the deployment of
more access points (APs) which makes the wireless local area
network (WLAN) extremely dense. Such a dense deployment
induces a considerable increase in global energy consump-
tion, despite the fact that the majority of APs have peak traffic
demands only over short periods of time during a day. This
observation motivated us to study the energy consumption
of indoor networks and make effort to improve the energy-
efficiency of the network.

Different energy saving techniques are proposed for Wi-Fi
networks in [67]. One approach is to enable switching APs
on and off according to demand. Another approach is to form
clusters of APs and decide whether to turn on or off the APs.
The main drawbacks of these solutions are 1) the difficulty of
implementation, 2) the use of vendor-specific frameworks, 3)
the amount of required processing power, 4) the ignorance of
the APs boot-up time, and 5) the high number of handovers
imposed on the stations (STAs), due to frequent topology
changes.

1) The Energy Consumption Management Algorithm
In SooGREEN, we have proposed a novel algorithm called,
Energy Consumption Management Algorithm (ECMA), to
address the problem of energy wastage in current Wi-Fi APs.
ECMA can serve both normal and dense Wi-Fi networks.
An example of a dense Wi-Fi network can be an enterprise
building, or a university campus, with a large number of
APs distributed along the site. Figure 26 shows one possible
network infrastructure that the ECMA algorithm is intended
to address. The ECMA algorithm adopts a different behavior
depending on operating in either online or offline modes. An
online period is a period of time that normal users are active
while an offline one is when very few or no users are active
in the network. The duty cycle of a WLAN is defined as a
relation between the online and offline periods.

Figure 27 represents the main building blocks of the
ECMA algorithm. Different from the state-of-the-art, the
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FIGURE 24: Analytical model scheme.

FIGURE 25: The cooling loop capacity per one rack through-
out the year.

ECMA algorithm includes the following phases:

• Prediction of network traffic pattern based on the
prior traffic analysis: In this phase, ECMA collects the
network data over a certain period of time to learn the
utilization patterns of the network. This data includes
parameters such as number of users associated to each
AP, the transmitted/received traffic over the radio inter-
faces, and APs channel utilization.

• Detecting and reacting to traffic pattern changes,
by providing network resources on demand: This
phase is responsible for the radio interfaces manage-
ment, during the network online period. Normally, the
2.4 GHz radio interfaces are ON, unless the traffic is

FIGURE 26: Enterprise WLAN infrastructure [68].

above a given threshold. The central controller, where
the ECMA is running, checks the channel utilization and
decides if 5 GHz radio interfaces must remain off or be
turned on in order to add an extra capacity layer to the
wireless network. When the baseline data indicates the
network is entering in the offline period, and there are
no users associated to the APs, the controller begins the
next phase of the algorithm, that is, to form clusters of
APs.

• Creating clusters of APs for maximum energy sav-
ings during network offline periods: The main idea is
to form clusters of APs, where each cluster is composed
of a set of APs adequately close to each other [68]. The
clustering algorithm provides a hierarchy of APs which
makes it possible to integrate the management of APs.
Once the topology of each cluster is formed, an AP State
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FIGURE 27: ECMA algorithm flowchart.
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FIGURE 28: AP State configuration.

configuration mechanism defines the state of each AP as
is depicted in Figure 28 . Within each cluster, the cluster-
head AP is always in ON state. The second AP in the
hierarchy is a backup AP, however, its radio interfaces
are switched off (LOW POWER state). All other APs
in the cluster are in the OFF state thus consuming no
energy. LOW POWER state is necessary since the power
up time may take 5 to 6 minutes and it affects the
reaction time of the network. To enable a quick response
time (few seconds), in case of unexpected traffic, and to
guarantee QoS on the network, one AP is always set into
a LOW POWER state. When the offline period ends, the
clusters are dismantled and all APs switch on their 2.4
GHz radio interfaces again, starting a new online period.

2) Wi-Fi Energy Saving Evaluation
To evaluate the energy saving performance of the ECMA
algorithm, we used the IEEE 802.11n standard [69]. Based
on the collected logs from real enterprise networks, typical
online and offline periods can be found. In our study, θ
is the duty cycle of an enterprise WLAN defined as the
number of hours per day with users associated to the network
e.g., θ = 10, 12 and 18 hours. Parameter α is the STAs
offered load factor (α = 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 3, 4, 5), with each
spanning a range of traffic rates between 1 and 4 Mbps per

FIGURE 29: Energy saving percentages, obtained for a 4-AP
cluster, as a function of the offered load (α = 1 corresponds
to traffic between 1 and 4 Mbps per STA).

= 1)

FIGURE 30: Energy savings according to cluster size (α = 1
corresponds to traffic between 1 and 4 Mbps per STA).

STA. A broad range of traffic intensities is hence allowed,
multiplying the load factor by the aforementioned range of
traffic rates, corresponding to data rates between 0.5 and 20
Mbps per terminal.

Figure 29 illustrates the energy saving percentages of a
4-AP cluster, as a function of the traffic load and the duty
cycle of a network. The saving percentages are calculated
by comparing the energy consumption while adopting the
ECMA algorithm, with that incurred in current APs deploy-
ment without ECMA. The energy saving is approximately
between 25% and 50% depending on the load factor and the
duty cycle. In fact, an enterprise whose network is online
for a longer period will have lower energy savings, since
the algorithm will keep the radio interfaces switched on until
there are no users generating traffic.

Figure 30 depicts the impact of cluster size on the energy
savings with α = 1. As the cluster size increases, the amount
of energy saving also increases, e.g., 45% in case of a 4-AP
cluster. Clearly, with more number of APs in a cluster, the
AP State configuration mechanism can switch off a higher
numbers of radio interfaces.

To further evaluate the ECMA algorithm, we investigate
the performance of the network in terms of packets mean
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)

FIGURE 31: Mean delay: comparison between current sce-
nario and the scenario where the ECMA algorithm is used.

delay. We considered a scenario with the same network
topology in the offline period and with the occurrence of
unexpected traffic. The main objective was to determine
the trade-off between energy saving and mean delay. We
compared the solutions of ECMA algorithm with the default
case, i.e., today’s Wi-Fi networks having all APs on. The AP
State configuration mechanism is constantly running having
the cluster-head AP always switched on, and a second AP
configured in LOW POWER state, ready to deploy its SSID.
Figure 31 depicts the mean delay of the proposed ECMA
algorithm compared with no energy saving mechanisms, i.e.,
current Wi-Fi networks. Figure 31 reveals that, on average,
the network performance degradation introduced by ECMA
is practically negligible, since the energy saving solution has
ways to react to unpredicted traffic.

As a conclusion, the obtained results stress out the signif-
icant achievable energy savings when applying the proposed
ECMA algorithm. Indeed, in part of SooGREEN project
work, the developed ECMA mechanism can constitute a
pretty valuable contribution to global energy savings when
applied to present and especially future dense Wi-Fi net-
works.

B. ENERGY-SAVING DAS IN ROAD AND TRAIN
TUNNELS
DAS is a promising solution to provide high data rate services
into the closed environments such as buildings and tunnels.
The aim of DAS is to shorten the transmission distance. In
conventional antenna systems, the antennas are centrally col-
located, whereas in DAS the remote antennas are distributed
over the cell. In DAS, the cell is divided into multiple sectors
and the remote antennas are connected to the BS via optical
fiber or cable [70].

DAS systems are categorized into three classes namely,
active, passive, and hybrid DAS. Passive DAS utilizes only
passive components such as coaxial cables, splitters, com-
biners, and filters. These systems are easy to design and is
resistant in harsh environments. The main disadvantage of
passive DAS is the high loss in transmission. Therefore, a
high-power BS is required to feed a system of coaxial cables

and hence high noise level exists in the uplink. Unlike the
passive DAS where only passive components are used, in
active DAS active components such as optical fiber, master
unit, and remote unit to transmit signal from BS to the
antenna network are used. In active DAS, the total RF loss
is much lower than that of passive DAS. As a chain of
RF to optical interfaces and optical to RF interfaces are
used to propogate the RF signal over long distances using
fiber instead of coaxial cables, the uplink and downlink RF
amplifiers are located after the optical to RF interface and
closer to the antenna because of which transmission power
required from the amplifiers is much lower. Furthermore,
active DAS is more flexible to change of design after the
initial installation. Hybrid DAS works similar to active DAS.
It inherits the advantages of both passive and active DAS. It
uses fibers but still relies on passive coaxial cables for signal
distribution. Hybrid DAS could be a potential solution for
medium-sized buildings, tunnels, or areas, where multiple
passive DASs can be linked by fiber cables. In the current
DAS equipment design, there is no transmission time interval
(TTI) or symbol-level sleeping features. However, utilizing
energy saving features such as power control, excess layer
shut down, and antenna sleeping can save significant energy
in the network.

In SooGREEN, we studied multi-vendor multi-band in-
door mobile coverage systems that use fiber DAS consisting
of master unit, RU, antenna network and operator-controlled
BSs. We consider a tunnel scenario in which leaky feeder
cables are used instead of antennas. To assess the energy
saving benefit/potential of such features, we implemented the
setup in two tunnels, a road tunnel and a train tunnel, in
Stockholm, Sweden. In these two case studies, we explore
the power saving opportunities using time-domain sleeping
and layer shut down during the low traffic hours. In order
to investigate the power consumption of the system, 47 RUs
and 2 master units have been measured along a duration of
two weeks.

1) Road Tunnel
In this case study, we consider a 10-km long road-tunnel with
five sectors where we use the same leaky feeder for downlink
and uplink. In each sector. one leaky cable is connected to
all the RUs of different bands of different operators. In total,
there are 16 BSs that belong to three different operators.
In this network, operators are providing 2G, 3G, and 4G
services. Both GSM (2G) and 3G are for voice traffic in the
tunnel which is required to operate with full functionality
during the rush hours. Otherwise, GSM RUs can be turned
off when the traffic is not very high. As a part of this
study, the power consumption of all active components was
studied for a time duration of two weeks. More details of
the tunnel and installed equipment are also listed in Table 4a
and the corresponding measurement of energy consumption
is reported in Table 4b.

By turning off the RUs, 4.2 kW power saving is reported
which corresponds to decreasing the overall energy con-
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TABLE 4: DAS Case Study I: Road Tunnel

(a) Studied Parameters

Parameter Value
Length 10 km

Number of operators 3
Number of sectors 5

Number of BSs 16
Number of base station interface

units (BIUs)
30

Number of fiber optic interfaces
(FOIs)

16

Number of RUs 30
Length of leaky feeder 10 km

(b) Measured Power Consumption

Power consumption (kW)
2G 3G 4G

BSs 3.12 3.37 4.6
RUs 4.2 5.7
BIU 0.45
FOI 0.24
Total 21.67

TABLE 5: DAS Case Study II: Train Tunnel

(a) Studied Parameters

Parameter Value
Length 8.7 km

Frequency of trains 10 trains/h
Speed of trains 140-200 km/h

Number of sectors 3
Number of operators 5

Number of BSs 11
Number of BIU 33
Number of RUs 63
Number of FOI 63

Length of leaky feeder 17.4 km

(b) Measured Power Consumption

Power consumption (kW)
2G 3G 4G

BSs 2.6 2.38 4.75
RUs 5.88 7.94
BIU 0.5
FOI 0.32 0.32 0.32
Total 24.988

sumption of the entire tunnel network by 19.3%. Additional
energy savings can be achieved by also turning off the GSM
BS, thus resulting in an additional 3.12 kW power saving,
leading to a total of 33.7% energy saving during low traffic
hours.

2) Train Tunnel
In this case study, we investigate an 8.7 km train tunnel with
seperate leaky feeder for downlink and uplink. These types of
tunnels are slightly different when compared to road tunnels
since there exists no traffic in between the trains passing
the tunnel. As per the information provided by the transport
agency, there are maximum 10 trains per hour in 2016 at peak
times. Considering a train travelling at 200 km/h, it takes
around 2.5 minutes to cross the tunnel. Hence, the tunnel

has traffic only 41% of the time. The details of the tunnel
and installed equipment have been listed in Table 5a and the
corresponding measurement of energy consumption has been
reported in Table 5b. This means that if appropriate schemes
can be devised, the power consumption can be reduced to half
(12.5 kW) when all the layers can be shut down or sent to
deep sleep mode when there is no passing train. This yields
64.600 kWh of energy saving per year. There are currently
around 150 long railway tunnels (> 5km) in Europe [71].
Assuming similar settings and equipment, the savings could
amount up to 9.690 MWh per year. For a European home
which uses 175 kWh/m2 heating energies per year [72], this
energy could heat close to 700 homes with a size of 80 m2.

The analysis of this study revealed the overall power
consumption of a DAS in road and train tunnels and helps
us identify that the remote units have a major share of
power consumption in the network and that the the power
consumption of the remote units can depend on the coverage
area and number of operators in a network. Furthermore,
this study showed that there are considerable energy saving
opportunities in such indoor networks, since the traffic in
road and train tunnels is intermittent and hence the demand
for coverage may go down to zero over some periods of time.

VI. CHALLENGES, FUTURE TRENDS, AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
Research and collaborative projects targeting green wire-
less networks are paving all sectors including mobile, fixed
and backbone networks. The purpose of this article is to
present what is a green mobile network and what are the
current trends in this field. Different degrees of freedom
have been emphasized to highlight the enablers for a green
wireless access network and to tackle with the ICT sector
commitment in terms of energy and environmental impact.
This article also has the ambition to clarify research trends
and KPIs in radio and of mobile network deployments.
We have addressed existing and emerging technologies, and
the convergence of the different network facilities towards
greener resource consumption. However, device evolution
has not been considered and should be addressed in dedicated
research efforts. The article is also intended to foster discus-
sions within the different stakeholders involved in the subject
across organizations and activities especially operators. The
main part of the mobile network consumption is in the radio
access and a lot of efforts (like RE, sleep-mode and passive
cooling) are performed at this stage. However, other effects
on the mobile core network and its backhaul shall not be
neglected especially when new architectures are considered.

A. GREEN MOBILE NETWORKS
Mobile networks are today responsible for about 20 - 25%
of the aggregate information technology network (ITN) con-
sumption including the data center, and will dramatically
increase in the next decade due to new networks deployments
and traffic demand exponential increase (about 30 to 40% per
year).
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In a short-term view, trends are moving towards making
energy consumption more traffic load dependent. Actual
macro BS is highly consuming even for low traffic load.
A special care should be maintained for site-sharing initia-
tives (including outsourcing towards Tower Companies) to
maintain assets in the green field. The technical environment
(cooling, energy backup) shall not be neglected as they are
highly consuming. Ventilation should be stated as a default
installation configuration rather than active cooling. Passive
(free) cooling can reduce the site cooling energy consump-
tion by a factor of 8-10.

In a long-term vision, a global top-down approach is fun-
damental to balance the energy consumption regarding the
traffic evolution in the next decade. A global approach allows
to sustainably manage the evolution of our networks taking
into account environmental impacts. Trends are towards new
architectures that allow:

• Connecting large number of various devices and objects
including critical ones.

• Geographical and social inclusion.
• Deployment everywhere.
• Efficient energy and natural resource usage.
• Trust and security.
• Collecting, processing and transporting a huge amount

of data.
Those attractive concepts should be carefully studied

mainly to avoid rebound effect on the backhaul and the core
networks. Furthermore, hybrid energy renewable sources
(PV, wind, batteries) should be optimized for diet-radio BSs
especially for AMEA (Asia, Middle East and Africa) in
accordance with natural energy assets in those countries.

Globally, the question of energy-free objects and network
massive densification managed and orchestrated using artifi-
cial intelligence (AI) shall be the main driver for future net-
works. There is no magic response that should be applicable
for any situation. This important question shall be consid-
ered regarding future disruptive services and corresponding
networks urbanism regarding social acceptability and ethics.
Indeed, we strongly believe that the future progress in mobile
networks will face the question of privacy and security as a
main driver.

Finally, intensive involvement in the standardization of
green networks is the key to guarantee that green solutions
will be inter-operable, cost-efficient and ready in time. This
requires more coordination efforts and a large consensus
among the major stakeholders.

B. FUTURE NETWORK ARCHITECTURES
The undergoing virtualization of mobile networks has not
yet delivered the full promises on TCO gains and energy
savings. In addition to normal transformation and learning
curve, this can be explained by the lack of openness in the
currently proposed architecture/solutions, resulting in heavy
integration processes and limited interoperability.

To achieve the promise of becoming the ubiquitous fabric
for universal connectivity, with ultra-dynamic slicing capa-

bilities, future mobile networks will have to evolve towards
far more open architectures, fully adopting the cloud-native
principles, refactoring current VNFs into smaller pieces
(micro-services), easily deployable and composable on Plat-
forms (as a Service, PaaS) by highly-automated service/slice
orchestrators. Substantial energy gains will be achievable
only if such micro-services will have a sufficient granularity
to allow very dynamic creation/scaling/deletion as function
of e.g. service demand, traffic load, number of connected
IoT objects, ...etc. However, some critical challenges to such
evolution still necessitate suitable solutions.

Full decomposition into fine-grained microservices of
RAN functions, in particular those related to real-time PHY
and MAC processing, is still to come. So far such functions
are distributed as single applications, or at best packaged into
two containers, grouping lower and higher layer functions.
This considerably limits the flexibility gains of cloudifica-
tion: by occupying fixed amount of resources (CPU, mem-
ory...), dimensioned at peak hour, this approach prevents
the adoption of more energy-efficient scale-to-load solutions.
However, moving into finer granularity requires to deal with
specific hard constraints, in both processing time and inter-
process delay, with available budget under the µsec scale.
Microservice-RAN necessitates new inter-process communi-
cation means, as well as a smoother and cheaper integration
of hardware accelerators.

Additional challenges come from the necessity of dealing
with legacy network functions to ensure coexistence, inter-
working, refactoring and a smooth migration. Standardiza-
tion fora, such as 3GPP, will have to integrate solutions from
open-source communities, especially from the IT sector.
Even if more political than technological, this remains as a
major challenge to be tackled in the future.

C. SMART GRIDS AND RENEWABLE ENERGY
5G networks go far beyond previous standards in data rates,
diversity and other performance indicators, including EE
which is the present focus of this work. In this paper, we ana-
lyzed how smart grids, RE sources and modern batteries such
as Lithium along with suitable energy efficiency oriented
KPIs allow significant energy savings and sustainability. This
trend shall continue and even get amplified, thanks to the
technological advances on one side, notably in terms of RE
production and storage, but also public awareness on the need
to consume in a smarter and greener manner. Based on this,
new proposals will always be needed not only to operate
future networks in the most energy economical ways, but also
to be able to produce and store "clean" energy.

If smart grids and RE can help improving energy efficiency
towards and along 5G, 5G networks can conversely play a
key role in the undergoing evolution of electrical grids. The
electrical grid is getting smarter and more flexible giving
access to new players to be part of the electricity supply chain
in order to ensure an efficient balancing between supply and
demand and optimize the transmission and the distribution
of the electricity. This results in complex grids with high
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adaptation dynamics. The monitoring and the management of
such smart grid networks will require a huge number of con-
nections (wired and wireless) between customers and energy
aggregators. Such high dynamics will require low latency in
order to allow fast adaptation of the grid. In this context,
thanks to the network slicing concept, mobile networks (5G
and beyond) will play a key role to provide the required con-
nectivity. The mobile operators are working on the definition
of the dedicated network slices for the smart grid network
carrying this massive M2M communications. These slices
will need to be dynamically created and configured in order
to respond to the smart grid service requirements enabling
the aggregation of many players and many sensors for better
centralized view on the grid and better power management.

D. INDOOR SYSTEMS
In global wireless access over the upcoming years, the num-
ber of Wi-Fi indoor systems will continue to maintain and
grow its strategic importance. In fact, according to Cisco Vi-
sual Networking Index [73], by 2021, Wi-Fi will account for
45.5% of global IP traffic, against 37.1% for wired and 17.4%
for cellular. Therefore, in Wi-Fi, the need for energy efficient
mechanisms remains to be a very relevant issue. For indoor
systems, a significant improvement will arrive with the new
Wi-Fi 6 (IEEE 802.11ax) standard. This standard is intended
to achieve a closer interaction with cellular technologies,
namely 5G, as both technologies are expanding their capabil-
ities and will be able to take advantage of one another. In the
same way as 5G, Wi-Fi 6 targets dense environments, such as
stadiums, airports, and college campuses, along with a focus
on IoT scenarios. Technologies such as Wi-Fi Offloading,
Multipath TCP, Target Wake Time mechanism and SIM
authentication with Passpoint, are a set of different ways in
which 5G and Wi-Fi networks can provide better services to
users and, simultaneously, to empower the development of
advanced energy efficient systems.

Another emerging communication technology for in-
door deployments is Light Communication, whom adoption
curve is exiting the exploratory phase to enter the pre-
industrialization phase, with a growing ecosystem (e.g. Light
Communication Alliance) and some solid industrial use cases
and deployments (for example for communication inside air-
planes). This technology, specific to indoor communications,
provides very high data rates in short-range conditions. In
addition, its low power consumption, coupled with strong
resistance to interference, makes it a strong candidate to im-
prove energy efficiency in indoor communications. A smooth
integration of these new technologies with cellular networks,
for example as additional supported radio interfaces, is a
challenging yet highly promising opportunity for improving
the overall energy efficiency of wireless communications.

Actually, regardless of the wireless technology used, an
indoor network has a growth margin for more efficiency, both
in spectrum and energy resources. In view of that, Automa-
tion and AI frameworks are now valuable emerging tools that
will help the achievement of superior link performance and

network energy efficiency. With these tools, new and intelli-
gent green mechanisms can be designed, maximizing spec-
trum efficiency and network capacity during periods of peak
usage, while offloading and providing minimum resources
during periods of low usage. AI/ML-based algorithms are
also expected to help in improving location of user, which
in turns enable precise and dynamic activation/deactivation
of radio links, a further opportunity for energy reduction.
However all these techniques must consider the additional
costs of training and using AI-models, and attentive studies
must prove the expected energy gains.

E. USE OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
To capitalize on the long exerted efforts in SooGREEN
summarized in this article, another EU Celtic-Plus project
has been approved and started this year focusing to further
employ the recent AI advances for greener networks. The
envisioned efforts in the new project, entitled AI for Green
Networks or AI4Green for short, target core and access
network segments alike. We briefly highlight in the following
some directions where AI is seen to offer remarkable savings
and smarter control of network energy consumption.

The main objective of the AI4Green project is to lever-
age the available huge datasets of network measurements
at the different network operators and equipment vendors,
along with the rich literature and powerful tools of machine
learning, big data and AI to optimally provision, operate,
and maintain mobile networks. One direction is to perform
techno-economic studies that investigate potential benefits of
operators to reduce their energy consumption using market-
places. Another direction is AI-based network planning and
modeling of uncertain environments that cannot be analyzed
otherwise using tractable analytical models. In this context,
AI-based techniques prove to be efficient in learning them
and drawing meaningful conclusions and recommendations.
A third direction is to employ AI-based techniques for data-
driven estimation and optimization of service energy con-
sumption, power flow management, AI-based control of pow-
ering and cooling facilities, managing real-time data trans-
mission and processing, site analysis, the joint planning of
computational and communication resources, among others.

VII. CONCLUSION
In this article, ongoing efforts and future challenges on
turning current mobile networks into green networks are dis-
cussed, with emphasis on those exerted and lessons learned in
the recently concluded EU Celtic-Plus SooGREEN project.
The discussions and contributions spanned a wide range of
network segments and services, including means to mon-
itor and evaluate the energy efficiency of networks, and
several innovative solutions to reduce energy consumption.
Proposed solutions for 5G networks and beyond included
virtualized architectures for densified infrastructure, efficient
polar coding for fronthauling, new designs for edge hardware
accelerators, use of RE in mobile networks with local stor-
age and smart grid integration, passive cooling for central
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offices, and enabling smart sleep modes for indoor WiFi
networks and DAS systems. The efforts did not only include
technical recommendations for network evolution, but also
techno-economic studies for the migration of networks to
these proposed solutions. Such studies are aimed to foster
further technical discussions of the different stakeholders in
the ICT sector, unifying academic and industrial expertise,
to offer more attainable sustainability and cost efficiency in
the currently fast growing and massively densified networks.
Future trends are further emphasized, discussing the promis-
ing potential of AI in offering such a network smart agility
to control real-time network monitoring and enable traffic-
dependent network utilization.
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